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1 Introduction {#sec001}
==============

The synthesis of topologically interesting structures like braids in the range of nanometer to micrometer is becoming popular. For example, braiding of nanofibers in supramolecular gels \[[@pone.0228855.ref001]\], Molecular braids in metal-organic frameworks \[[@pone.0228855.ref002]\], and knotted hydrocarbon complexes \[[@pone.0228855.ref003]\]. The topological properties of these chemical and biological braid structures are of great interests in research. Braid index, a fundamental topological invariant that is sometimes used to describe the complexity of a molecule, is another potential tool that can be used to study the complexity properties of certain DNA molecules, some of which have been synthesized in laboratories by chemists and biologists in recent years. For example, through four arm immobile DNA crossover junctions, the following DNA polyhedral links with polyhedral shapes have been synthesized in laboratories: DNA cube \[[@pone.0228855.ref004]\], DNA tetrahedron \[[@pone.0228855.ref005]\], DNA octahedron \[[@pone.0228855.ref006]\], DNA truncated octahedron \[[@pone.0228855.ref007]\], DNA bipyramid \[[@pone.0228855.ref008]\], DNA dodecahedron \[[@pone.0228855.ref009]\], and DNA dodecahedron and buckyballs \[[@pone.0228855.ref010]\].

A common strategy used to build/assemble more complicated DNA polyhedra is to use simpler structures such as a double crossover as building blocks \[[@pone.0228855.ref010]--[@pone.0228855.ref020]\]. For example, Zhang *et al*. \[[@pone.0228855.ref018]\] synthesized 4.5 turn cubes in a laboratory by "*n*-point star motif (tiles)". ([Fig 1](#pone.0228855.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows a few regular DNA polyhedra built using 3-point or 4-point star motifs.) In the case of the 4 or 4.5 turn cubes (shown in Figs [2](#pone.0228855.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#pone.0228855.g003){ref-type="fig"}), each of the eight vertices of the cube is replaced by a three-point-star tile and each face (a square) of the cube consists of four three-point-star tiles. Such conditions cannot be met by adjusting the concentration and/or flexibility of the DNA tiles.

![\[[@pone.0228855.ref021]\] Top: DNA polyhedra built with 3-point star motifs (tetrahedron, cube, dodecahedron and buckyball); Bottom: DNA polyhedra built with 4-point and 5-point star motifs (octahedron and icosahedron).](pone.0228855.g001){#pone.0228855.g001}

![An alternating link $\mathcal{L}_{0}$ with negative writhe that is the realization of a 4 turn double crossover cube link.](pone.0228855.g002){#pone.0228855.g002}

![An alternating link $\mathcal{L}_{0}^{*}$ with negative writhe that is the realization of a 4.5 turn double crossover cube link.](pone.0228855.g003){#pone.0228855.g003}

In \[[@pone.0228855.ref021], [@pone.0228855.ref022]\], Cheng *et al*. studied the braid index problem for several polyhedral links that were proposed by mathematicians as potential candidates as DNA polyhedra to be synthesized. For the few relatively simple ones with single crossover they were able to determine the braid indices of these links completely. They were also successful in determining the braid indices of a more complicated one, namely the double crossover polyhedral links with 4 turn \[[@pone.0228855.ref021]\]. However the braid indices of polyhedral links with 4.5 turn double crossover remain unsolved until now. This is the motivation of this paper. Here, we present a solution to this problem as the consequence of a much more general result, that is, we present a solution that would allow us to determine the braid index of a double crossover polyhedral link with an arbitrary turn number.

Alexander proved that every oriented link can be represented as a closed *n*-string braid in which all strings in the braid are assigned parallel orientation \[[@pone.0228855.ref023]\]. The braid index **b**(*L*) of a link *L* is the least number *n* of strings needed to present *L* a closed braid. Yamada \[[@pone.0228855.ref024]\] proved that the braid index of a link *L* is bounded above by the number of Seifert circles in any given regular diagram of *L*. Consequently, **b**(*L*) equals the minimum number of Seifert circles among all link diagrams of *L*. However, the braid indices for most links remain unknown due to the lack of a universal method/algorithm that can guarantee the successful determination of the braid index of any link. Thus it makes sense for one to seek general lower and upper estimates of **b**(*L*). One such result is due to Franks and Williams \[[@pone.0228855.ref025]\], and Morton \[[@pone.0228855.ref026]\]. Specifically, let *P*~*L*~(*a*, *z*) be the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of a link *L* and *γ*(*L*), *α*(*L*) be the maximal and minimum powers of *a* in *P*~*L*~(*a*, *z*) respectively, then $$\begin{array}{r}
{\frac{1}{2}\mspace{600mu}\text{span}_{a}P_{L}\left( a,z \right) + 1 \leq \mathbf{b}\left( L \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ where span*~a~P~L~*(*a*, *z*) = *γ*(*L*) − *α*(*L*). The inequality in ([1](#pone.0228855.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is known as the *MFW inequality*.

Of course, in the case that the equality in the MFW inequality holds (which we shall call it the *MFW equality*), one obtains the braid index of the link in question. Much effort was devoted to the identification of links that satisfy the MFW equality. For example, it was shown that the MFW equality holds for torus links and closed positive braids with at least one full twist \[[@pone.0228855.ref025]\]. In fact Franks and Williams first conjectured that the MFW equality holds for any closed positive braid. This conjecture was found to be false: a counter example was later given by Morton and Short using a 2-cable of the trefoil \[[@pone.0228855.ref027]\]. More work regarding closed positive braids can be found in \[[@pone.0228855.ref028]\], where Nakamura identified families of (infinitely many) positive closed braids for which the MFW equality either holds or fails. In \[[@pone.0228855.ref029]\], Elrifai classified all 3-braids for which the MFW equality holds. Murasugi \[[@pone.0228855.ref030]\] proved that the MFW equality holds for all rational links and alternating links that are fibered. However the MFW equality does not hold in general for all alternating links due to counter examples discovered by Murasugi and Przytycki \[[@pone.0228855.ref031]\]. Recently, Diao and colleagues \[[@pone.0228855.ref032], [@pone.0228855.ref033]\] used a diagrammatic approach to establish the MFW equality for a large class of alternating links that includes all alternating pretzel links and Montesinos links, leading to the complete determination of the braid index of any such link. It is important to note that none of these known results provides answers to the polyhedra links discussed in this paper.

The main result of this paper is the determination of the braid index for any link in a large class of positive (or negative) alternating links. This link class includes all double crossover polyhedral links with any given turn number. More specifically, we prove that the MFW equality holds for any link from this class. An immediate consequence of this main result is the solution to the open braid index problem for double crossover polyhedral links with 4.5 turn. In addition to providing the determination of an important measure for characterizing and analyzing the structure and complexity of DNA polyhedra modeled by the double crossover polyhedral links (with any given turn number), our research can also be used as tools in the study of topological entanglement of more general biopolymers encountered in DNA nanotechnology.

The rest of the paper shall be organized in the following way. In the next section, we provide some necessary background knowledge, concepts and terminology in knot theory and graph theory. In Section 3, we outline the results for the double crossover polyhedral links. The reason for us to do so, instead of stating the theorems in the general cases only, is so that our reader familiar and interested in the applications of these types of links can easily comprehend our results and compare them with the previously known results. In Section 4, we state and prove our theorems under in the general cases. In the last section, we end the paper by showing how our approach and results in this paper may be used to provide alternative proofs for some previously known results in the case of double crossover polyhedral links with 4 turn, as well as obtaining some parallel (new) results for the case of double crossover polyhedral links with 4.5 turn.

2 Basic background knowledge, concepts and terminology {#sec002}
======================================================

2.1 Knot theory {#sec003}
---------------

A *link* consists of several simple closed curves embedded in the 3-space **R**^3^ where each of these closed curves is called a *component* of the link. A link with one component is also called a *knot*. A link is said to be *oriented* if each of its components is assigned an orientation. A *regular diagram*, or just a diagram, of a link is the projection of the link (as a set of disjoint, closed simple space curves) onto a plane in which strands can cross each other only transversely and at most two strands are allowed to cross at the same point. A point at which two strands cross each other is called a *crossing point* (or just a crossing for short). In such a projection, the under-strand and upper-strand at each crossing are specified so that the original link can be re-constructed from the (projection) diagram. The *crossing number* of a link *L*, denoted by *c*(*L*), is defined as the least number of crossings in any regular diagram of the link. A diagram with the least number of crossings for a given link is called a *minimal* diagram of the link. A crossing in a link diagram is said to be *nugatory* if the crossing is as shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0228855.g004){ref-type="fig"}, which can be removed by a simple twist on a part of the diagram. A link diagram is said to be *alternating* if one encounters the crossings alternately between over strand and under strand when traveling along any component of the link following any orientation. A link is said to be *alternating* if it has a regular projection that is alternating. It is a well known result (as a consequence of the Jones polynomial) that an alternating link diagram without nugatory crossings is a minimal link diagram.

![A nugatory crossing.](pone.0228855.g004){#pone.0228855.g004}

An *n*-string braid *β* is an *n*-string tangle diagram with fixed end-points as shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0228855.g005){ref-type="fig"}. The closure of braid *β* as shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0228855.g005){ref-type="fig"} is called a closed braid, and denoted by $\hat{\beta}$. It is known that every oriented link can be represented as a closed braid with the strings in the braid assigned parallel orientation \[[@pone.0228855.ref023]\]. The *braid index* of an oriented link *L*, denoted by **b**(*L*), is defined as the least number of strings needed to present *L* as a closed braid. It is obvious that **b**(*L*) = **b**(*L*\*) if *L*\* is the mirror image of *L*.

![A braid and its closure.](pone.0228855.g005){#pone.0228855.g005}

The HOMFLY-PT polynomial is an invariant of oriented links, introduced in \[[@pone.0228855.ref034]\] and \[[@pone.0228855.ref035]\] independently. Let *L* be an oriented link and *D* be a regular projection of *L*. Let *D*~+~, *D*~−~, and *D*~0~ be oriented link diagrams that coincide with each other except at a small neighborhood of a crossing as shown in [Fig 6](#pone.0228855.g006){ref-type="fig"}. The HOMFLY-PT polynomial of an oriented link *L*, denoted by *P*~*L*~(*a*, *z*), is a two variable Laurent polynomial with integer coefficients satisfying the following conditions: $$\begin{array}{r}
{P_{D_{1}}\left( a,z \right) = P_{D_{2}}\left( a,z \right) = P_{L}\left( a,z \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ if *D*~1~ and *D*~2~ are both regular projections of the same link *L*; $$\begin{array}{r}
{aP_{D_{+}}\left( a,z \right) - a^{- 1}P_{D_{-}}\left( a,z \right) = zP_{D_{0}}\left( a,z \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ and *P*~*D*~(*a*, *z*) = 1 if *D* is a regular projection of the unknot.

![The sign convention at a crossing.](pone.0228855.g006){#pone.0228855.g006}

[Eq (3)](#pone.0228855.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the above is called the *skein relation* of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial, which can be rewritten as the following two equivalent forms: $$\begin{array}{rcl}
{P_{D_{+}}\left( a,z \right)} & = & {a^{- 2}P_{D_{-}}\left( a,z \right) + a^{- 1}zP_{D_{0}}\left( a,z \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{rcl}
{P_{D_{-}}\left( a,z \right)} & = & {a^{2}P_{D_{+}}\left( a,z \right) - azP_{D_{0}}\left( a,z \right).} \\
\end{array}$$

It can be easily shown that *P*~*D*~(*a*, *z*) = *P*~*D*\*~(−*a*^−1^, *z*), where *D*\* is the mirror image of *D*. This implies that $$\text{span}_{a}P_{L}(a,z) = \text{span}_{a}P_{L^{*}}(a,z).$$

2.2 Notations and terminology in graph theory {#sec004}
---------------------------------------------

We assume that our reader will have some knowledge in graph theory hence this subsection will only provide a list of notations and terminologies used in this paper for the purpose of easy referencing. The required knowledge is basic and elementary, and can be found in any graph theory textbook. Let *G* be a graph. The following is a list of notations concerning *G*: *V*(*G*) and *E*(*G*): the vertex set and edge set of *G* respectively;\|*V*(*G*)\| and \|*E*(*G*)\|: the number of vertices and the number of edges in *G* respectively;*κ*(*G*): the number of connected components of *G*;*G* − *e*: the graph obtained from *G* by deleting the edge *e*;*G*/*e*: the graph obtained from *G* by contracting the edge *e* (namely deleting *e* first and then identifying its two end vertices);a *bridge* edge *e*: an edge *e* satisfying the condition *κ*(*G* − *e*) \> *κ*(*G*);a *loop* edge *e*: an edge *e* with its two end-vertices being the same;degree of a vertex *v* (*d*(*v*)): the number of edges connected to *v*;a *k*-*regular* graph: a graph in which every vertex has degree *k*;a *bipartite* graph: a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into two non-empty sets such that no edge of *G* is between vertices belonging to the same set;a *simple* graph: a graph in which any pair of vertices can be connected by at most one edge;a *path* in a graph: an (ordered) sequence of distinct vertices such that two adjacent vertices is connected by an edge but no other pairs of edges are connected by any edges;a *cycle* in a graph: a path in the graph with an additional edge added that connects the first and the last vertices in the path;a *planar* graph: a graph that can be embedded in a plane such that edges will not cross each other;a *plane* graph: a specific embedding of a planar graph in a plane.

It is well known that a graph is bipartite if and only if every cycle contained in the graph (as a subgraph) has even length.

2.3 The Seifert graph of an oriented link diagram {#sec005}
-------------------------------------------------

Given a diagram *D* of an oriented link *L*, if we "smooth" every crossing in *D* (as in the case of *D*~0~ in [Fig 6](#pone.0228855.g006){ref-type="fig"}), then we obtain a collection of disjoint topological circles called *Seifert circles*. One can construct a graph *G*~*D*~ in which each vertex corresponds to a Seifert circle of *D*, and two vertices in *G*~*D*~ are connected by *k* edges if there are *k* crossings between the two Seifert circles corresponding to these vertices. [Fig 7](#pone.0228855.g007){ref-type="fig"} shows an oriented link diagram, its Seifert circle decomposition and its corresponding Seifert graph. It is easy to prove that the Seifert graph of any link diagram is bipartite (hence loopless) and planar. On the other hand, given any plane bipartite graph *G*, one can construct an alternating link diagram *D* such that its Seifert graph *G*~*D*~ is *G*.

![The figure-eight knot, its Seifert circle decomposition and the corresponding Seifert graph.](pone.0228855.g007){#pone.0228855.g007}

3 The main results for double crossover polyhedral links {#sec006}
========================================================

DNA is a double helix formed by base pairs attached to a sugar-phosphate backbone. The orientations of the two strands in the double helix are antiparallel. A nanostructure used by DNA can have many link component pairs with antiparallel orientations. A double crossover polyhedral link *L* is an alternating link that is constructed from its Seifert graph by the following procedure. We first start from a simple plane graph *G* that is loopless, called the *template graph*. We then construct the Seifert graph of the link *L* from *G* by replacing its vertices and edges with some particular kind of cycles. More specifically, we define the following types of cycles. A Type (1A) cycle is a cycle of even length with two of its vertices marked (we call these vertices *attaching vertices*), and the two paths between them both have odd length. A Type (1B) cycle is a cycle of even length with two attaching vertices, and the two paths between the attaching cycles both have even length. Finally, a Type (2) cycle of degree *j* ≥ 2 has *j* attaching vertices, and the path between any two adjacent attaching vertices contains an even number of edges. We note that the cycles and the paths between adjacent attaching vertices of these cycles can have different lengths. We can now construct two types of double crossover polyhedral links *L*(*G*) by constructing their Seifert graphs *G*\* first from a template graph *G* as shown in [Fig 8](#pone.0228855.g008){ref-type="fig"}, followed by detailed descriptions.

![The attaching vertices are marked by large dots.\
Top: how *G*\* is constructed from the graph *G* by using 12 Type (1A) circles with length 10 and 8 Type (2) circles with length 12 and 3 attaching vertices. Bottom: how *G*\* is constructed by using Type (1B) cycles of length 8 and Type (2) cycles either with length 6 and 3 attaching vertices, or with Type (2) cycles with length 4 and 2 attaching vertices.](pone.0228855.g008){#pone.0228855.g008}

***Type A double crossover polyhedral link***. Let *G* be a simple bipartite plane graph and we construct the Seifert graph *G*\* of *L* as follows: each edge of *G* is replaced with a Type (1A) cycle, and each vertex of degree *j* ≥ 2 in *G* is replaced by a Type (2) cycle with *j* attaching vertices, and then identifying the corresponding attaching vertex pairs in a natural way.

***Type B double crossover polyhedral link***. Ditto the construction of *G*\* for a Type A double crossover polyhedral link above, however in this case Type (1B) cycles are used in the place of Type (1A) cycles and *G* does not have to be bipartite.

Notice that it is a necessary condition for *G* to be bipartite in the case of a Type A double crossover polyhedral link (since *G*\* is bipartite). An alternating link *L*(*G*) so constructed is apparently minimum as it has no nugatory crossings. A double crossover cube link with 4.5 turn is a Type A double crossover polyhedral link, while a double crossover cube link with 4 turn is a Type B double crossover polyhedral link. The top of [Fig 8](#pone.0228855.g008){ref-type="fig"} shows how the Seifert graph of a double crossover cube link with 4.5 turn is constructed from a 3-regular template graph *G* using Type (1A) cycles of length 10 and Type (2) cycles of length 12. The Seifert circle decomposition of the corresponding link, which is the link shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0228855.g003){ref-type="fig"}, is shown in [Fig 9](#pone.0228855.g009){ref-type="fig"}. The bottom of [Fig 8](#pone.0228855.g008){ref-type="fig"} shows how the Seifert graph of a double crossover cube link with 4 turn is constructed from a template graph *G* that is not bipartite nor regular using Type (1B) cycles of length 8 and Type (2) cycles either with length 6 and 3 attaching vertices, or with Type (2) cycles with length 4 and 2 attaching vertices.

![The Seifert circle decomposition of the link $\mathcal{L}_{0}^{*}$ (as shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0228855.g003){ref-type="fig"}) whose Seifert graph corresponds to *G*\* on the top of [Fig 8](#pone.0228855.g008){ref-type="fig"}: each simple closed curve in the figure (drawn in different sizes and shapes, with the crossings ignored) is a Seifert circle.](pone.0228855.g009){#pone.0228855.g009}

A main motivation of this paper is to solve the braid index problem for a double crossover polyhedral link *L*(*G*) with 4.5 turn, we have succeeded in achieving this goal. In fact, we have obtained more general results concerning the braid index of a double crossover polyhedral link of any given turn number. In particular, for some special classes of *G*, we can express **b**(*L*(*G*)) in terms of a simple formula using the numbers of vertices and edges in *G*. We state one such result below.

**Theorem 1** *Let G be a simple*, *k*-*regular (k* ≥ 3*) plane graph*. *If G is bipartite and L*(*G*) *is a Type A double crossover polyhedral link with G as its template graph and by replacing its edges by Type (1A) cycles of length* 2*m*~1~ *with m*~1~ ≥ 2, *and replacing its vertices by Type (2) cycles of length* 2*km*~2~ *with m*~2~ ≥ 1, *then **b***(*L*(*G*)) = (*km*~2~ + 1)*n*(*G*) + (*m*~1~ − 1)*e*(*G*). *On the other hand*, *if L*(*G*) *is a Type B double crossover polyhedral link with G as its template graph and by replacing its edges by Type (1B) cycles of length* 2*m*~1~ *with m*~1~ ≥ 2, *and replacing its vertices by Type (2) cycles of length* 2*km*~2~ *with m*~2~ ≥ 1, *then **b***(*L*(*G*)) = (*km*~2~ + 1)*n*(*G*) + (*m*~1~ − 1)*e*(*G*) + *f*(*G*) − 1, *where f*(*G*) *is the number of faces of G*.

We shall delay the proof of Theorem 1 to Section 4. In the following we state a few results that are immediate consequences of Theorem 1. These include the previously open case of double crossover polyhedral links with 4.5 turn.

**Corollary 1** *Let G be a simple*, *k-regular plane bipartite graph*. *Let L*(*G*) *be a double crossover polyhedral links with 4.5 turn*, *then* $\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right) = \left( 2k + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + 4e\left( G \right) = \left( 8 + \frac{2}{k} \right)e\left( G \right)$. *On the other hand*, *if L*(*G*) *is a double crossover polyhedral links with 4 turn*, *then **b***(*L*(*G*)) = (2*k* + 1)*n*(*G*) + 3*e*(*G*) + *f*(*G*) − 1 = 2*kn*(*G*) + 4*e*(*G*) + 1 = 8*e*(*G*) + 1.

Notice that in the case of 4.5 turn and *k* = 3, *c*(*L*(*G*)) = *e*(*G*\*) = 12*n*(*G*) + 10*e*(*G*) = 18*e*(*G*) hence **b**(*L*(*G*)) = (13/27)*c*(*L*(*G*)). In the case of 4 turn, *c*(*L*(*G*)) = 12*n*(*G*) + 8*e*(*G*) = 16*e*(*G*) hence **b**(*L*(*G*)) = (1/2)*c*(*L*(*G*)) + 1.

**Proof**. In the case of 4.5 turn, the Type (1A) cycles are used and have length 10. The Type (2) cycles have length 12. Thus *m*~1~ = 5 and *m*~2~ = 2, it follows that $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {\left( km_{2} + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + \left( m_{1} - 1 \right)e\left( G \right)} \\
 & = & {\left( 2k + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + 4e\left( G \right).} \\
\end{array}$$ In the case of 4 turn, Type (1B) cycles are used and have length 8. Thus *m*~1~ = 4 and *m*~2~ = 2, it follows that $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {\left( km_{2} + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + \left( m_{1} - 1 \right)e\left( G \right) + f\left( G \right) - 1} \\
 & = & {\left( 2k + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + 3e\left( G \right) + f\left( G \right) - 1.} \\
\end{array}$$ By the fact that *n*(*G*) = (2*e*(*G*))/*k* for any *k*-regular graph *G* and the Euler's formula *n*(*G*) + *f*(*G*) = *e*(*G*) + 2, we can then simplify ([6](#pone.0228855.e012){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to $$\begin{array}{r}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right) = \left( 2k + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + 4e\left( G \right) = \left( 8 + \frac{2}{k} \right)e\left( G \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ and ([7](#pone.0228855.e013){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {\left( 2k + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + 3e\left( G \right) + f\left( G \right) - 1} \\
 & = & {\left( 2k + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + 3e\left( G \right) + e\left( G \right) - n\left( G \right) + 1} \\
 & = & {8e\left( G \right) + 1.} \\
\end{array}$$

For example, for the link $\mathcal{L}_{0}^{*}$ given in [Fig 3](#pone.0228855.g003){ref-type="fig"}, we have *e*(*G*) = 12, thus $\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right) = \left( 8 + \frac{2}{3} \right) \times 12 = 104$. On the other hand, if *L*(*G*) is the link $\mathcal{L}_{0}$ with 4 turn given in [Fig 2](#pone.0228855.g002){ref-type="fig"}, then we obtain **b**(*L*(*G*)) = 8 × 12 + 1 = 97, which is the same as (1/2)*c*(*L*(*G*)) + 1 since *c*(*L*(*G*)) = 192.

4 The main results and proofs for the general cases {#sec007}
===================================================

Let *L*(*G*) be a Type A or Type B double crossover polyhedral link constructed from the template graph *G*. Let us start this section by first introducing an operation called a *reduction move*. The total sum of all reduction move is called by *reduction number*. The top of [Fig 10](#pone.0228855.g010){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how a strand can be re-routed to obtain a new diagram with one less Seifert circle. The middle of [Fig 10](#pone.0228855.g010){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of a reduction move on the corresponding Seifert graph when the middle vertex is not an attaching vertex. Notice that the reduction move affects three vertices on the Seifert graph of the link and the middle vertex cannot be an attaching vertex. The total number of such reduction moves we can take on *G*\* is called the *reduction number* of *L*(*G*) and denoted by *r*(*L*(*G*)). In the following we would like to determine *r*(*L*(*G*)).

![The re-routing of the top strand at a single crossing reduces the number of Seifert circles by one.](pone.0228855.g010){#pone.0228855.g010}

In the case that *L*(*G*) is a Type A double crossover polyhedral link, the reduction operation can be repeated *j* times on a path of length 2*j* + 1 connecting two attaching vertices. The top of [Fig 11](#pone.0228855.g011){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of how a path of length 5 connecting two (distinct) attaching vertices is reduced to a single edge connecting the two attaching vertices, with two vertices attached (by multiple edges) to one of the attaching vertices. Thus in the case of a Type (1A) cycle *C*~*j*~ with 2*j*~1~ + 1 and 2*j*~2~ + 1 edges on the two paths connecting the two attaching vertices, we can perform exactly *j*~1~ + *j*~2~ = *ℓ*(*C*~*j*~)/2 − 1 reduction moves (where *ℓ*(*C*~*j*~) = 2*j*~1~ + 2*j*~2~ + 2 is the length of *C*~*j*~), and in the Seifert graph of the resulting diagram, the two affected attaching vertices are connected by two edges hence no more reduction moves can be made on *C*~*j*~. So the reduction number of *C*~*j*~ is $r\left( C_{j} \right) = j_{1} + j_{2} = \frac{\ell\left( C_{j} \right)}{2} - 1$, which is the contribution of *C*~*j*~ to *r*(*L*(*G*)).

![How the repeated reduction move changes a path of odd length (top) and even length (middle), and a cycle (bottom).](pone.0228855.g011){#pone.0228855.g011}

On the other hand, in the case of a path of even length 2*j* ≥ 2 connecting two distinct attaching vertices, *j* reduction moves can be applied and the result is a "petal graph" with the leaf vertices attached to the attaching vertex as shown in the middle of [Fig 11](#pone.0228855.g011){ref-type="fig"}. Finally, in the case of a cycle of length 2*j* ≥ 2 with only one attaching vertex, *j* − 1 reduction moves can be applied and the result is also a "petal graph" with the leaf vertices attached to the attaching vertex as shown in the bottom of [Fig 11](#pone.0228855.g011){ref-type="fig"}. Thus for a Type (2) cycle *C*~*j*~ with 2*j*~1~, 2*j*~2~, ..., $2j_{k_{j}}$ edges on the paths connecting the adjacent attaching vertices, we can apply $r\left( C_{j} \right) = - 1 + \sum_{1 \leq i \leq k_{j}}j_{i} = \frac{\ell\left( C_{j} \right)}{2} - 1$ reduction moves and the resulting Seifert graph is a petal graph.

It follows that if *L*(*G*) is a Type A double crossover polyhedral link with *C*~1~, *C*~2~, ..., *C*~*k*~ being the Type (1A) and Type (2) cycles used in its construction (*k* = *n*(*G*) + *e*(*G*)), then $$\begin{array}{r}
{r\left( L\left( G \right) \right) = - k + \sum\limits_{1 \leq j \leq k}\frac{\ell\left( C_{j} \right)}{2}} \\
\end{array}$$ with *ℓ*(*C*~1~), *ℓ*(*C*~2~), ..., *ℓ*(*C*~*k*~) being the lengths of *C*~1~, *C*~2~, ..., *C*~*k*~.

In the case that *L*(*G*) is a Type B double crossover polyhedral link with $C_{1}^{\prime}$, $C_{2}^{\prime}$, ..., $C_{k^{\prime}}^{\prime}$ (*k*′ = *e*(*G*)) being the Type (1B) cycles and $C_{1}^{''}$, $C_{2}^{''}$, ..., $C_{k^{''}}^{''}$ (*k*″ = *n*(*G*)) being the Type (2) cycles used in its construction, then each $C_{j}^{''}$ still contributes $\ell\left( C_{j}^{''} \right)/2 - 1$ to *r*(*L*(*G*)) as before. If we choose any spanning tree *T* of *G*, then for each Type (1B) cycle $C_{j}^{\prime}$ used to replace an edge on *T*, we can perform $\ell\left( C_{j}^{\prime} \right)/2 - 1$ reduction moves. At the end all attaching vertices in *G*\* are combined into a single attaching vertex. For any Type (1B) cycle $C_{j}^{\prime}$ that is used to replace an edge of *G* that is not on *T*, the two paths connecting its two attaching vertices now have both become cycles with one attaching vertex, hence we can only perform a total of $\ell\left( C_{j}^{\prime} \right)/2 - 2$ reduction moves. Since *G* has *f*(*G*) − 1 edges not on *T*, the total contribution of the Type (1B) cycles to *r*(*L*(*G*)) is $- f\left( G \right) + 1 + \sum_{1 \leq j \leq k^{\prime}}r\left( C_{j}^{\prime} \right)$ (keep in mind that $r\left( C_{j}^{\prime} \right) = \ell\left( C_{j}^{\prime} \right)/2 - 1$). Notice that at the end we obtain a petal graph with its leaf vertices attached to a single attaching vertex by multiple edges. Thus if we rename the Type (1B) and Type (2) cycles as *C*~1~, *C*~2~, ..., *C*~*k*~ (*k* = *k*′ + *k*″ = *e*(*G*) + *n*(*G*)), then $$\begin{array}{r}
{r\left( L\left( G \right) \right) = - f\left( G \right) + 1 + \sum\limits_{1 \leq j \leq k}\left( \frac{\ell\left( C_{j} \right)}{2} - 1 \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ where *f*(*G*) is the number of faces in *G*.

The above discussion then leads to the following lemma.

**Lemma 1** *Let L*(*G*) *and r*(*L*(*G*)) *be as defined in* ([8](#pone.0228855.e022){ref-type="disp-formula"}) *or* ([9](#pone.0228855.e037){ref-type="disp-formula"}), *then L*(*G*) *admits a different link diagram L*′ *such that s*(*L*′) = *s*(*L*(*G*)) − *r*(*L*(*G*)), *or equivalently*, *n*(*G*′) = *n*(*G*) − *r*(*L*(*G*)), *where G*′ *is the Seifert graph of L*′.

Now let us consider a sequence of three consecutive Seifert circles connected by single crossings as shown in [Fig 12](#pone.0228855.g012){ref-type="fig"} as part of an alternating link diagram. If one crossing is "flipped", then a Reidemeister move II can be applied afterward to reduce the number of crossings by 2. This reduces the number of Seifert circles by 2 and the resulting link diagram is still alternating, whose corresponding Seifert graph is obtained from the previous one by contracting the two edges as shown in [Fig 12](#pone.0228855.g012){ref-type="fig"}. Let us call the above operation on the link diagram this a *special contraction* if the middle vertex is not an attaching vertex.

![Flipping a crossing followed by a Reidemeister move II reduces the number of Seifert circles by two, and corresponding to a special contraction on the corresponding Seifert graph.](pone.0228855.g012){#pone.0228855.g012}

By comparing the special contraction with the reduction move (defined in the proof of Lemma 1), we have the following two cases.

\(a\) If *L*(*G*) is a Type A double crossover polyhedral link, then we can perform exactly *r*(*L*(*G*)) special contractions, and the resulting link diagram contains no *lone crossings* (a lone crossing is the only crossing between two Seifert circles). The resulting Seifert graph *G*~0~ is the graph obtained from *G* by doubling each edge of *G* into two parallel edges, and attaching a vertex to each vertex of *G* by two edges. An example is shown in [Fig 13](#pone.0228855.g013){ref-type="fig"} for the link $\mathcal{L}_{0}^{*}$ given in [Fig 3](#pone.0228855.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

![The end product of the Seifert graph of the link $\mathcal{L}_{0}^{*}$ given in [Fig 3](#pone.0228855.g003){ref-type="fig"}, after all possible special reductions are performed.](pone.0228855.g013){#pone.0228855.g013}

\(b\) If *L*(*G*) is a Type B double crossover polyhedral link, we can also perform *r*(*L*(*G*)) special contractions where *r*(*L*(*G*)) is defined in ([9](#pone.0228855.e037){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The Seifert graph of the resulting link diagram is a petal graph with its leaf vertices attached to a single attaching vertex by multiple edges. [Fig 14](#pone.0228855.g014){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a template graph *G*, a link diagram constructed from it using Type (1B) and Type (2) cycles, and how its Seifert graph is changed to a petal graph by performing *r*(*L*(*G*)) special contractions.

![The process of reducing the Seifert graph *G*\* of a Type B double crossover polyhedral link *L*(*G*) to a petal graph using special contractions.](pone.0228855.g014){#pone.0228855.g014}

Let *q* = *r*(*L*(*G*)), *D*^(*q*)^ = *L*(*G*), *D*^(*q*−1)^ be the (alternating) link diagram obtained from *D*^(*q*)^ by performing one special contraction, *D*^(*q*−2)^ be the link diagram obtained from *D*^(*q*−1)^ by performing one special contraction, and so on, and finally *D*^(0)^ be the link diagram obtained from *D*^(1)^ by performing the last available special contraction. We shall call the link diagrams *D*^*j*^ (0 ≤ *j* ≤ *q*) *pseudo double crossover polyhedral links*. It is clear that the reduction number of *D*^(*p*)^ (0 ≤ *p* ≤ *q*) is *p*. Furthermore, *L*(*G*) and any *D*^(*p*)^ are the *special* alternating link diagram as defined in \[[@pone.0228855.ref031]\]. As such, all crossings in *L*(*G*) and *D*^(*p*)^ have the same sign. Since passing to the mirror image of a link does not change the braid index, we can assume all crossings in *L*(*G*) are positive in the rest of this section. Thus the main theorem (Theorem 1) holds as well when the crossings in *L*(*G*) are negative. Since the following well-known lemma is needed in the proof of our main result (Theorem 1), we state it here for completeness.

**Lemma 2** \[[@pone.0228855.ref032], [@pone.0228855.ref033]\] *Let L be any link diagram with only positive crossings*, *then γ*(*L*) = *s*(*L*) − *w*(*L*) − 1, *where w*(*L*) *is the writhe of L*.

Recall that the writhe *w*(*L*) of *L* is simply the sum of the signs (±1) of all crossings in *L*. Since *L* has only positive crossings, we have *w*(*L*) = *c*(*L*) where *c*(*L*) is the number of crossings in *L*.

**Lemma 3** *Let L be any link diagram with only positive crossings and let r*(*L*) *be the maximum number of Seifert circles that can be reduced by the reduction operations as described in* [Fig 10](#pone.0228855.g010){ref-type="fig"}, *then α*(*L*) ≥ −*s*(*L*) − *w*(*L*) + 1 + 2*r*(*L*). *Furthermore*, *if α*(*L*) = −*s*(*L*) − *w*(*L*) + 1 + 2*r*(*L*), *then **b***(*L*) = *s*(*L*) − *r*(*L*).

**Proof**. By Yamada \[[@pone.0228855.ref024]\] and Lemma 1, we have **b**(*L*) ≤ *s*(*L*) − *r*(*L*). Combine this with Lemma 2 and the MFW inequality, we have $$\begin{array}{r}
{\gamma\left( L \right) - \alpha\left( L \right) + 2 \leq 2\mathbf{b}\left( L \right) \leq 2s\left( L \right) - 2r\left( L \right).} \\
\end{array}$$ It follows that $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\alpha\left( L \right)} & \geq & {\gamma\left( L \right) + 2 - 2s\left( L \right) + 2r\left( L \right)} \\
 & = & {s\left( L \right) - w\left( L \right) - 1 + 2 - 2s\left( L \right) + 2r\left( L \right)} \\
 & = & {- s\left( L \right) - w\left( L \right) + 1 + 2r\left( L \right).} \\
\end{array}$$ If *α*(*L*) = −*s*(*L*) − *w*(*L*) + 1 + 2*r*(*L*), then the MFW inequality becomes **b**(*L*) ≥ *s*(*L*) − *r*(*L*), the last statement of the lemma follows since we also have **b**(*L*) ≤ *s*(*L*) − *r*(*L*).

Finally, before we state and prove our main result of this section (namely Theorem 2), we state the following lemma. It is a known result. A proof of this for general link diagrams can be found in \[[@pone.0228855.ref032]\], while a proof for the case of special alternating link diagrams can be found in \[[@pone.0228855.ref031]\].

**Lemma 4** \[[@pone.0228855.ref032], [@pone.0228855.ref033]\] *If L is an alternating link diagram such that its Seifert graph does not contain any single edge*, *that is*, *two vertices in its Seifert graph either are not connected by any edge*, *or are connected by more than one edge*, *then γ*(*L*) = *s*(*L*) − *w*(*L*) − 1 *and α*(*L*) = −*s*(*L*) − *w*(*L*) + 1. *In particular*, ***b***(*L*) = *s*(*L*).

**Theorem 2** *Let D be a pseudo double crossover polyhedral link*, *then **b***(*D*) = *s*(*D*) − *r*(*D*), *where r*(*D*) *is defined by either* ([8](#pone.0228855.e022){ref-type="disp-formula"}) *or* ([9](#pone.0228855.e037){ref-type="disp-formula"}), *depending on the type of the double crossover polyhedral link*.

**Proof**. Let *q* = *r*(*L*(*G*)), *D*^(*q*)^ = *L*(*G*), *D*^(*q*−1)^, *D*^(*q*−2)^, ..., *D*^(1)^, *D*^(0)^ be the pseudo double crossover polyhedral links obtained from *L*(*G*). Recall that the reduction number of *D*^(*p*)^ (0 ≤ *p* ≤ *q*) is *p*. It suffices to prove that *α*(*D*^(*p*)^) = −*s*(*D*^(*p*)^) − *w*(*D*^(*p*)^) + 1 + 2*p* for any *p*, 0 ≤ *p* ≤ *q*. We will prove this by induction on *p*.

If *p* = 0, *D*^(0)^ is a positive alternating link diagram without any lone crossings, and the statement follows from Lemma 4.

Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for some *p*~0~ ≥ 0, that is, *α*(*D*^(*p*)^) = −*s*(*D*^(*p*)^) − *w*(*D*^(*p*)^) + 1 + 2*p* holds for any *p* such that 0 ≤ *p* ≤ *p*~0~, to prove the theorem, it suffices for us to show that *α*(*D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^) = −*s*(*D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^) − *w*(*D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^) + 1 + 2(*p*~0~ + 1).

Choose a crossing corresponding to an edge in the special contraction taking *D* = *D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^ to *D*^(*p*~0~)^ and apply the skein relation ([4](#pone.0228855.e007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to it. Notice that *D* = *D*~+~ = *D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^ and *D*~−~ simplifies (via a Reidemeister II move) to *D*^(*p*~0~)^ with $s\left( {\widetilde{D}}_{-} \right) = s\left( D \right) - 2$ and $w\left( {\widetilde{D}}_{-} \right) = w\left( D \right) - 2$. As an easy exercise, we leave it to our reader to verify that *r*(*D*~0~) ≥ *p*~0~ + 2, *s*(*D*~0~) = *s*(*D*) and *w*(*D*~0~) = *w*(*D*) − 1. By the induction hypothesis we have: $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{- 2 + \alpha\left( D_{-} \right)} & = & {- 2 + \left( - s\left( {\widetilde{D}}_{-} \right) - w\left( {\widetilde{D}}_{-} \right) + 1 + 2r\left( {\widetilde{D}}_{-} \right) \right)} \\
 & = & {- 2 - \left( s\left( D \right) - 2 \right) - \left( w\left( D \right) - 2 \right) + 1 + 2p_{0}} \\
 & = & {- s\left( D \right) - w\left( D \right) + 1 + 2\left( p_{0} + 1 \right).} \\
\end{array}$$ On the other hand, by Lemma 3 we have: $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{- 1 + \alpha\left( D_{0} \right)} & \geq & {- 1 + \left( - s\left( D_{0} \right) - w\left( D_{0} \right) + 1 + 2r\left( D_{0} \right) \right)} \\
 & \geq & {- 1 - s\left( D \right) - \left( w\left( D \right) - 1 \right) + 1 + 2\left( p_{0} + 2 \right)} \\
 & = & {- s\left( D \right) - w\left( D \right) + 3 + 2\left( p_{0} + 1 \right)} \\
 & > & {- s\left( D \right) - w\left( D \right) + 1 + 2\left( p_{0} + 1 \right).} \\
\end{array}$$ It follows that $a^{- 2}P_{D_{-}}\left( a,z \right)$ is the only term on the right side of ([4](#pone.0228855.e007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) making the lowest power *α*(*D*) = −*s*(*D*) − *w*(*D*) + 1 + 2(*p*~0~ + 1) contribution to *P*~*D*~(*a*, *z*), hence *α*(*D*) = −*s*(*D*) − *w*(*D*) + 1 + 2(*p*~0~ + 1), that is, *α*(*D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^) = −*s*(*D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^) − *w*(*D*^(*p*~0~\ +\ 1)^) + 1 + 2(*p*~0~ + 1).

Theorem 2 enables us to compute the braid index of any pseudo polyhedral link easily since the reduction number of such a link is easy to find. Furthermore, since the set of all double crossover polyhedral links with any given turn number is a subset of the set of all pseudo polyhedral links, the proof of Theorem 1 is a simple application of it, which we give below. In particular, for specific double crossover polyhedral links constructed using either special template graphs such as regular graphs, or double crossover polyhedral links with specific turn numbers, their braid indices can be formulated using information only depending on the template graphs.

*Proof* of Theorem 1. In the case that Type (1A) cycles are used, we have *s*(*L*(*G*)) = (2*m*~1~)*e*(*G*) + 2*km*~2~*n*(*G*) − 2*e*(*G*) = 2(*m*~1~ − 1)*e*(*G*) + 2*km*~2~*n*(*G*). By Lemma 1, *r*(*L*(*G*)) = (*m*~1~ − 1)*e*(*G*) + (*km*~2~ − 1)*n*(*G*). It follows that $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {s\left( L\left( G \right) \right) - r\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} \\
 & = & {2\left( m_{1} - 1 \right)e\left( G \right) + 2km_{2}n\left( G \right)} \\
 & & {- \left( m_{1} - 1 \right)e\left( G \right) - \left( km_{2} - 1 \right)n\left( G \right)} \\
 & = & {\left( km_{2} + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + m_{1}e\left( G \right).} \\
\end{array}$$ On the other hand, if Type (1B) cycles are used, then by the definition ([9](#pone.0228855.e037){ref-type="disp-formula"}) of *r*(*L*(*G*)), *r*(*L*(*G*)) = (*m*~1~ − 1)*e*(*G*) + (*km*~2~ − 1)*n*(*G*) − *f*(*G*). Again by Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, we have $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {s\left( L\left( G \right) \right) - r\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} \\
 & = & {\left( km_{2} + 1 \right)n\left( G \right) + m_{1}e\left( G \right) + f\left( G \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ as desired.

5 Further discussions and ending remarks {#sec008}
========================================

In this paper, we provide explicit braid index formula for a large class of links that include all double crossover polyhedral links, an application of this result leads to the solution of a braid index problem unreachable by previous approaches such as the method used in \[[@pone.0228855.ref021]\]. As we had already mentioned, Theorem 1 is valid for any double crossover polyhedral link with any given number turn. That is, the braid index of a double crossover polyhedral link with any given number turn has now been completely determined. We would like to compare the results obtained here with some previous results.

In \[[@pone.0228855.ref021]\], Cheng and Jin studied a class of double crossover polyhedral links with 4 turn based on connected, bridgeless and loopless plane template graph *G* (the DNA polyhedra corresponding to these links have been synthesized \[[@pone.0228855.ref010], [@pone.0228855.ref016]--[@pone.0228855.ref020]\]). A main result in \[[@pone.0228855.ref021]\] is the following theorem which relates the braid index of *L*(*G*) to its minimum crossing number *c*(*L*(*G*)) by a simple formula.

**Theorem 3** \[[@pone.0228855.ref021]\] *Let G be a connected*, *bridgeless and loopless plane graph and L*(*G*) *a double crossover polyhedral links with 4 turn using G as its template graph*, *then **b***(*L*(*G*)) = *c*(*L*(*G*))/2 + 1.

A special case of this result has already been established in Corollary 1. We will provide a proof of this more general result using Theorem 2.

**Proof**. Let *v*~1~, *v*~2~, ..., *v*~*n*~ be the vertices of *G* with degrees *d*~1~, *d*~2~, ..., *d*~*n*~ respectively (where *n* = *n*(*G*)). Keep in mind for a double crossover polyhedral links with 4 turn, Type (1B) cycles of length 8 are used to replace edges of *G*, and the path between any two adjacent attaching vertices of a Type (2) cycle is of length 4. Thus each edge of *G* contributes 8 crossings to *c*(*L*(*G*)) and a vertex of degree *d*~*j*~ contribute 4*d*~*j*~ crossings to *c*(*L*(*G*)). So we have $$\begin{array}{rcl}
{c\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {\left( 4d_{1} + 4d_{2} + \cdots + 4d_{n} \right) + 8e\left( G \right) = 16e\left( G \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ where *e*(*G*) is the number of edges in *G*. Similarly, we have $$\begin{array}{rcl}
{s\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {\left( 4d_{1} + 4d_{2} + \cdots + 4d_{n} \right) + 6e\left( G \right) = 14e\left( G \right).} \\
\end{array}$$ On the other hand, each edge of *G* corresponds to a Type (1B) cycle of length 8, hence it makes a contribution of 3 to the reduction number of *L*(*G*), while a vertex of degree *d*~*j*~ corresponds to a Type (2) cycle of length 4*d*~*j*~, hence making a contribution of 2*d*~*j*~ − 1 to the reduction number of *L*(*G*). Thus (by the definition of *r*(*L*(*G*)), since Type (1B) cycles are used): $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{r\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {3e\left( G \right) + \sum\limits_{1 \leq j \leq n}\left( 2d_{j} - 1 \right) - f\left( G \right) + 1} \\
 & = & {7e\left( G \right) - n\left( G \right) - f\left( G \right) + 1.} \\
\end{array}$$ It follows that $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {s\left( L\left( G \right) \right) - r\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} \\
 & = & {14e\left( G \right) - 7e\left( G \right) + n\left( G \right) + f\left( G \right) - 1} \\
 & = & {7e\left( G \right) + n\left( G \right) + f\left( G \right) - 1.} \\
\end{array}$$ By Euler's formula, *n*(*G*) − *e*(*G*) + *f*(*G*) = 2, hence *n*(*G*) + *f*(*G*) = *e*(*G*) + 2 and we arrive at $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {7e\left( G \right) + n\left( G \right) + f\left( G \right) - 1} \\
 & = & {7e\left( G \right) + e\left( G \right) + 1} \\
 & = & {8e\left( G \right) + 1} \\
 & = & {\frac{c\left( L\left( G \right) \right)}{2} + 1.} \\
\end{array}$$

In the case that Type (1A) cycles are used, $$\begin{array}{rcl}
{c\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {\left( 4d_{1} + 4d_{2} + \cdots + 4d_{n} \right) + 10e\left( G \right) = 18e\left( G \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{rcl}
{s\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {\left( 4d_{1} + 4d_{2} + \cdots + 4d_{n} \right) + 8e\left( G \right) = 16e\left( G \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ and $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{r\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {4e\left( G \right) + \sum\limits_{1 \leq j \leq n}\left( 2d_{j} - 1 \right)} \\
 & = & {8e\left( G \right) - n\left( G \right).} \\
\end{array}$$

A proof similar to the proof of Theorem 3 leads to the following new result, which is summarized in Theorem 4. $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\mathbf{b}\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} & = & {s\left( L\left( G \right) \right) - r\left( L\left( G \right) \right)} \\
 & = & {16e\left( G \right) - 8e\left( G \right) + n\left( G \right)} \\
 & = & {8e\left( G \right) + n\left( G \right)} \\
 & = & {9e\left( G \right) - f\left( G \right) + 2} \\
 & = & {\frac{c\left( L\left( G \right) \right)}{2} - f\left( G \right) + 2.} \\
\end{array}$$

**Theorem 4** *Let G be a connected*, *bipartite plane graph and L*(*G*) *a double crossover polyhedral links with 4.5 turn using G as its template graph*, *then **b***(*L*(*G*)) = *c*(*L*(*G*))/2 − *f*(*G*) + 2, *where c*(*L*(*G*)) *is the crossing number of L*(*G*) *and f*(*G*) *is the number of faces of G*.

If we apply this theorem to $\mathcal{L}_{0}^{*}$ (given in [Fig 3](#pone.0228855.g003){ref-type="fig"}), then *c*(*L*(*G*)) = 18*e*(*G*) = 18 × 12 = 216, *f*(*G*) = 6 hence **b**(*L*(*G*)) = *c*(*L*(*G*))/2 − *f*(*G*) + 2 = 108 − 6 + 2 = 104, as we have obtained earlier after Corollary 1.

We end this paper with the following remark. As we mentioned earlier, the class of pseudo polyhedral links is large compared to the double crossover ones. For example, for each template graph *G* that is *k*-regular, there is exactly one double crossover polyhedral link *L*(*G*) with 4.5 turn using *G* as the template graph (with *c*(*L*(*G*)) = 4*kn*(*G*) + 10*e*(*G*) = 18*e*(*G*)), but the number of pseudo Type A double crossover polyhedral links with *G* as their template graph and with 18*e*(*G*) as their crossing number can be roughly estimated in the order of 3^3*e*(*G*)^. A precise enumeration is beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed in a future work. This means that in general, the number of pseudo double crossover polyhedral links grows exponentially as a function of the crossing number. However, we need to point out that the class of pseudo polyhedral links is nonetheless a very special class of links among all links of the same crossing number. It is a subset of the intersection of several well known classes of links: the alternating links, the special links (defined and studied by Murasugi in \[[@pone.0228855.ref030]\]) and the positive (negative) links. We note that although there have been studies concerning the braid index of links in these classes, these studies do not contain results that can be readily applied to the pseudo double crossover polyhedral links.
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3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes
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5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: In the past 30 years, many DNA or protein polyhedra have been realized in the lab. Anaylizing their strucute and further measuring them leaves a difficut task for most biochemists. In this paper, the authors used the braid index in knot theory to measure the complexity of a family of DNA polyhedra with 4.5 turns. The tools they used are feasible and the results are new and sound correct.

The paper no dout deserves publication, but the authors should check the details in mathematical proof carefully again.

Reviewer \#2: This paper provides theoretical foundations for computing the braid index of a certain class of knots that play a role in synthesizing DNA molecules in laboratories as outlined in the introduction. The theoretical importance of the braid index stems from Alexander\'s theorem saying that every knot can be represented as a closure of some braid. From experiments it appears that the braid form of a knot provides a good way to build complicated knots by using certain braids as building blocks. The starting point then is to know what is the minimal number of strands of the braid, known as the braid index, needed to represent a particular knot in the braid form. The authors hint at the possibility that the braid index can be used as a measure of the complexity of the molecule.

The main result of the paper states that for a certain class of knots that contains the double crossover polyhedral links, the famous Morton-Franks-Williams inequality, relating the span of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial with the braid index, is actually an equality. The proof, provided in Section 4, comprises of a clever use of ideas from combinatorial topology, relating topological properties of knots such as the braid index and the number of Seifert circles, to properties of certain graphs associated to knots.

This result answers and open question in knot theory and provides theory behind experiments that have already been successfully carried out, such as generating a double crossover polyhedral link with a 4.5 turn but the braid index was not known. The main result of this paper computes the braid index of double crossover polyhedral link with any turn number, and also the class of all pseudo polyhedral links. It also provides a useful framework for reproving and generalizing results relating the braid index with the crossing number of a knot (Theorems 3 and 4).

General suggestions:

\- It would be great if the authors could provide the description and comparisons of classes of knots that are at play, e.g. how large is the class of pseudo polyhedral knots compered to the double crossover ones? What are other topological properties of these knots that are known or of interest for applications?

\- Can Section 3 have a more specific title or would the authors consider adding something to the title that would say that the results apply to a larger class of knots and links?

\- Titles of Sections 3 and 4 seem indistinguishable. Is it fair to specify that Section 4 contains the proof?

\- Suggestion: include notation for the link on Figure 3 and use it as a running example as it appears several times in the text, including page 9 (where in the paragraph starting with \"For example, for the double..\" it is not at all clear which graph G is used so it would be good to be able to refer to it).

Specific comments:

\- Pg 2. Replace \"terminologies\" with terminology

\- Pg 3. and Pg 5. Replace \"It is well knowns\" with something stating that according to Alexander\'s theorem

\- Pg 3. Up to the authors but we suggest using HOMFLY-PT instead of HOMFLY to acknowledge all of the independent constructions

\- Pg. 7 Fig. 7 Please add color or labels describing the correpsondence between Seifert circles and the vertices of the graph, crossings and edges\... also add notation from the section 2.3 to the caption of Figure 7.

-Pg 7. \"We know\" can be safely removed from the first sentence of Ch 3.

-Pg 8. It is impossible to distinguish different Seifert circles in Figure 9. Color or some other tool should be used to make this clear.

-Pg 8 Caption of figure 9: please specify which link is in Figure 3 and change \"in the top\" to \"on the top\"

-Pg 9. \"For example, for the double..\" see general suggestions but definitely include figures.

-Pg 9. \"Similarly \" comes after examples- please specify

-Pg 9. \"It is fairly easy\" is not very useful as this usually implies a significant level of technicalities that the authors did not want to go into. Please modify or include a more specific description of what the generalized result would look like/depend on.

-Pg 10. In addition to changing the title please add a little description of this section in the beginning.

-Pg 11. Increase the size/thickness on Fig. 11, 13, and 14.

\- pg 13: replace \"the following lemma is well known ..\" with \"Since the following well-known lemma is needed in the proof of the main Theorem 1 we state it here for completeness\" or with a similar sentence.

\- Pg 14. Theorem 2 provides a powerful tool for ? please make it a more complete sentence if possible. I am not sure how to parse \"on the one hand\" and \"on the other hand\" as these two statements read as \"Theorem 2 is very powerful (at least partially) because the class of links it covers is large\" and then it also has the main Theorem 1 as a simple corollary.

-Pg. 14. Can you provide more examples of knots and links in this class? Is there a database?

-Pg 15. stylistic suggestion: replace the first sentence of Section 5 with \"In this paper we provide explicit formula\" to avoid repeating the same phrase.

\- Pg 16. Maybe replace: Thus we obtain \... with \"the insights from the proof of Theorem 3\....\"

\- Pg 16. Define all notation used in Theorem 4.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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A detailed response to the reviewers comments is attached in the uploaded file named \"revision report\". To summarize: we have addressed all issued raised by the referees.
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Dear Dr. Diao,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.

Shortly after the formal acceptance letter is sent, an invoice for payment will follow. To ensure an efficient production and billing process, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, you must inform our press team as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

With kind regards,

Akbar Ali

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE
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Dear Dr. Diao:

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been deemed suitable for publication in PLOS ONE. Congratulations! Your manuscript is now with our production department.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper at this point, to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, please inform our press team within the next 48 hours. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

For any other questions or concerns, please email <plosone@plos.org>.

Thank you for submitting your work to PLOS ONE.

With kind regards,

PLOS ONE Editorial Office Staff

on behalf of

Dr. Akbar Ali

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE
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